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The plagal “complex”

Viewed with modern eyes, the ultima could easily be interpreted 
as a sound lacking the third, and the entire cadence would then 
be a plagal cadence with IV-I progression to aa. But the self-
evidence with which [the theorists consider] the mi-cadence on 
e shows that the essential aspect is the interval progression 
from the sixth f-d' to the octave e-e' [...].

Schwind  (2009, 172)

(Mit modernen Augen betrachtet könnte die Ultima problemlos als ein a-Klang
interpretiert werden, dem die Terz fehlt, und die gesamte Kadenz wäre dann
eine Plagalkadenz mit IV-I Fortschreitung nach aa. Aber die 
Selbstverständlichkeit, mit der [die Theoretiker die] mi-Kadenz auf e 
betrachtet[en], zeigt, dass das Wesentliche in der Intervallfortschreitung von 
der Sexte f-d’ in die Oktave e-e’ liegt [...].)

Cochlaeus, Cologne, 1507, III, 15. 

Sachs, Hildesheim, 2015, 195.



The plagal “complex”

The "plagal complex" – i.e. a bass progression a fifth upwards or a fourth 
downwards in phrygian or non-phrygian cadences – confronts us with a 
major problem of conceptualization and interpretation.

Josquin Desprez, Nimphes, nappées, Circumdederunt me, 18-35



As part of the Polifonia project (EU Horizon 2020 Programme, RIA), Tonalities
provides ontologies of music theories and applies them through a dedicated score
annotation interface to:

● Grasp how distinct theoretical viewpoints bring to light different musical structures;

● Confront analytical interpretations;

● Look “inside” theories and works;

● Understand how both evolve in time;

● Uncover parts of the work’s underlying system

The plagal complex tackled through Tonalities



Tonalities a) makes use of theoretical models (left window), which (b) can be associated with arbitrary selections on the 
score (middle window) and (c) lead to critical analyses through collaborative approaches (right window).

a) Theoretical models: owl
ontologies provide concepts and
properties that formalize theoretical
knowledge, for example on the
modes or cadences.

The plagal complex tackled through Tonalities



Tonalities a) makes use of theoretical models (left window), which (b) can be associated with arbitrary selections on the 
score (middle window) and (c) lead to critical analyses through collaborative approaches (right window).

b) Selections on the score : 

● All musical elements at any
level (ranging from a single
note to complex segments)
can be selected and
associated with theoretical
concepts

● The linking of concepts with
selections can be done
manually and/or via
knowledge extraction
routines.

● Selections can be nested: a
cadence, may contain
melodic lines, composed of
different steps, etc.

The plagal complex tackled through Tonalities



Tonalities a) makes use of theoretical models (left window), which (b) can be associated with arbitrary selections on the 
score (middle window) and (c) lead to critical analyses through collaborative approaches (right window).

c) Annotations and critical
commentaries: each annotation is
expressed as a CIDOC-CRM
event, is dated and signed and
takes the form of a reification of a
RDF triple.

The plagal complex tackled through Tonalities



Theoretical models and analytical viewpoints

Our point of departure: Richard Freedman,  Alexander Morgan, Daniel Russo-Batterham, 
Musicologists and Data Scientists Pull out all the Stops: Defining Renaissance Cadences Systematically, 
online < https://richardfreedman.sites.haverford.edu/crim/?page_id=66 >

https://richardfreedman.sites.haverford.edu/crim/?page_id=66


Theoretical models and analytical viewpoints

● 4 cadence classes: simple, 
formal (suspension), plagal, 
phrygian

● 4 melodic function classes: 
cantizans, altizans, 
tenorizans, bassizans

● 4 melodic function variants: 
dropout, melodic evasion, 
continuation, elaboration (in 
all 18 classes)

● 3 cadence step classes: 
antepenultima, penultima, 
finalis



The corpus:  machine and human annotation

● 111 songs attributed to Josquin Desprez:
○ 3 voices: 37
○ 4 voices: 40
○ 5 voices: 20 
○ 6 voices: 14

● Machine annotations: imported from The 
Josquin Research Project

● Human annotations: 2 analysts 
(corrections, additions, deletions, 
extensions)

● 1406 directed progressions
● 4218 labels

Ground truth for training a 
neural network



The Plagal Complex: Overall Results

Ratio of authentic and plagal cadences in Josquin’s polyphonic songs Finales of authentic and plagal cadence points – bassus

Finales of plagal cadence points



One model - several interpretations: the plagal complex in detail 

Cas 1: Canonical plagal cadence

Josquin Desprez, Fama malum, 73-82.

Josquin Desprez, Cueurs desolez, 84-90.



One model - several interpretations: the plagal complex in detail 

Cas 2:  Tenor final harmonized at the lower fifth

Josquin Desprez (?), [Textless piece 4], 1-12.

Josquin Desprez, O venus bant, 25-33.



One model - several interpretations: the plagal complex in detail 

Cas 3:  Tenor final harmonized at the unison

Josquin Desprez, Fors seulement II, 1-9.



One model - several interpretations: the plagal complex in detail 

Cas 4: Clausula “dissecta”

Josquin Desprez, Madame helas, 1-8.

Josquin Desprez, Madame helas, 13-22.



Conclusion
● The plagal cadence remains mysterious: its ambiguity may have been intentionally 

exploited by composers and cannot be fully resolved.

● In contrast to historical theory, three out of the four cases considered suggest that
the bass ends up on the cadence's finale, while only one case indicates that it
could harmonize a finale a fifth above.

● The lack of theorization during the Renaissance may be due to the fact that the
plagal cadence is almost necessarily thought of harmonically at a time when the
chord concept does not exist.

● By leveraging digital approaches, working on large corpora, crossing interpretative
viewpoints, and making theoretical models explicit, Tonalities helps to refine our
knowledge about the "plagal complex" and, more generally, about pre-tonal
contrapuntal writing.


